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Overview
As a high school student, I cannot emphasize
enough the impact school environments have
on me and my fellow pupils. Although the
classroom setting has improved substantially
throughout the years, we still have a long way
to go. And we may never reach a point where
further changes for the better are no longer
possible. Beyond good looks, schools are
beautiful for many other reasons. What makes
a school beautiful, and why should we care?

Lighting, colors, artwork, seating, and the
general layout of the room are the most
crucial elements that play into the way a
school looks. Studies show that daylight
makes students more alert and improves
their cognitive performance. The provision
of windows and skylights to introduce
daylight in the learning environment sends
students on the road to a better education.

The elements that make a school beautiful can
be viewed in three categories: physical
appearance, choice, and support systems.
When we think of beauty, the first thing that
usually comes to mind is physical appearance.
According to the article, How Does Your
School’s Physical Environment Affect
Students, a school’s appearance plays a part
in student behavior, achievement, health, and
community. (Zippin, 2014)

Figure 2 Greenhouse at Adam Joseph Lewis (Nair, Lackney, &
Fielding, 2009)

Figure 1 Slide in Lytle Elementary School Library taken by Prismatic
Services

Therefore, it is important to look first at the
classrooms students use for most of the day.
Zippin, S. (2014, May 28). How does your school's physical
environment affect students. USA.

Filling classrooms with color and artwork
expands the student’s creativity and
productivity. The layout of the classroom
should represent the format of class being
taught to motivate students to learn that
subject. For example, walking into an
English classroom with book covers,
important literature figures, and quotes all
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over the wall will inspire students to learn.
Students should be encouraged to identify or
bring new material for the wall as the school
year progresses. Not all classrooms should
necessarily have chairs in rigid rows focused
on a lectern or lecture table at the front. Some
classes need to have flexible layouts to allow
for such settings as seminar discussion or
small work groups. As for the school, similar
factors apply. Many students had to read The
Seven Habits of Highly Effective Teens which
emphasizes characteristics that make
adolescents more successful. (Covey, 1998)
Perhaps the best way to design a school is to
keep the seven habits in mind. If you want
students to synergize, sharpen the saw, and
be proactive, provide a place where they can
reach these goals. You cannot expect a
student to do their homework if they do not
have the proper materials to complete it. The
same goes for the school environment. You
cannot expect students to feel welcomed at
school if the school is not a welcoming place.
The best way to do this is to include things
from outside of school in the school itself.
Some examples may be putting a slide in the
library, putting flags from different cultures on
the ceiling, incorporating the environment
into school design through gardens, making
the walls full of color to brighten students’
days. The best option may well be to fill the
halls with work done by the students. From
this writer’s first-hand experience, the student
artwork can make me feel proud, regardless
of who the artist is. Murals by students allow
them to make a mark on their school and have
some choice in what they see every day.what
they see every day. An idea to explore may be
to have every senior class design a mural and
Covey, S. (1998, October 9). The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens.
USA.
Nair, P., Lackney, J. A., & Fielding, R. (2009). The Language of School
Design: Design Patterns for 21st Century Schools.

have the art class paint it. This way the
school incorporates the students and
symbolizes what makes every year at the
school special. Including students in the
making of a school’s mural can establish the
continuity of a promising future for the
school and a students’ academic.

Figure 3 Treehouse designed by Pete Nelson (Nair, Lackney, &
Fielding, 2009)

In addition, the availability of choice allows
for greater independence and a sense of
responsibility among students. Choice over
temperature, sound, and mobility will give
students a chance to work in an“influenced”
environment instead of just a passive
classroom. Worry less about who sits next
to whom on the seating chart and more
about the outcome in the layout of seats.

Is there a variety of seating styles? Should the board or screen be visible from all seats? Does the
seating arrangement allow for students to work together? Another example of choice is letting
students choose if they want to listen to music through their headphones instead of playing music
aloud for the entire classroom while they work. A lot of teachers take a class vote to determine
whether the classroom setting should be a certain way. When a teacher does this many students are
left to fend for themselves. All students can work without noise but few, if any, can work while music is
playing for all to hear. Every student is different and for this reason we shouldn’t squeeze them into a
molded learning environment. Options should abound. For example, the option to read in a group or
go to the other side of the room and read individually on a giant pillow. Having access to different
learning methods can be a life changing opportunity that really shows in a student’s growth.

Figure 4 Flexible stage for workspace (Nair, Lackney, & Fielding, 2009)
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The last element that significantly changes the
mood of a school is support systems. The
teachers and counselors that make up a
school have a long-lasting impact on students.
Some of the best teachers are easy to talk to
but make sure students get their work done
efficiently. Therefore, teachers and counselors
should be professional and approachable at
the same time. Teachers with these
characteristics make it easier to ask questions
and make it known when it is time to get
serious. Counselors who make time to meet
with students and stay consistent with kids
who need help make school easier to come to.
At the beginning of my junior year, my English
teacher gave us an assignment to write about
our views on school which we would read in
front of the class. As you would imagine many
students complained about workload, but,
one student in particular focused on the lack
of counselors at school. He told a story of how
his friend reached out to their counselor in
need of an appointment to talk about their
mental health, but the counselor’s schedule
was booked with senior meetings. There is no
use in having counselors if there is not enough
to meet the students’ needs. Teachers and
Counselors are the most influential people in

students’ lives because they can inspire and
help students achieve goals thought to be
unreachable. It would be a shame to see
students fail to meet their goals because of an
inadequate counselor to student ratio.
However, sometimes factors are set in stone
by budgets or school location. Recent studies
conducted by the University of Salford show
the impacts of unchangeable factors through
the quote, “classroom design could be
attributed to a 25 percent impact, positive or
negative, on a student’s progress over the
course of an academic year.” In other words,
students’ grades could, in part, depend on
forces outside of their control. Viewed from
thirty thousand feet, it can be concluded that
schools who are more generously funded are
more likely to produce a better school for
students. Therefore, students living in
wealthier school districts are likely to get a
better education. So, if you are fortunate
enough to have the opportunity to make a
difference in your school environment, do not
hesitate to take it. It will define how much
progress you and your fellow students make
in a year. Just like it is with many things in this
world, the beauty of a school is not just in
good looks. It goes much deeper.

We hope you found this resource useful!
Don't forget to check out the rest of the Perspectives series.
If you have any questions, or if you are interested in learning more about
how Prismatic can help you, please contact us at
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